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Improve your comprehension, grow your vocabulary and ignite your imagination with these
unconventional Spanish short stories!This is Volume 2 of the international bestseller, featuring 8
brand new stories!** Fully revised and updated **In this book you will find: Short stories from a
variety of compelling genres, from science fiction and crime to history and thriller, so youâ€™ll have
great fun reading, whilst learning a wide range of new vocabulary and rapidly improving your
Spanish comprehension! Stories which are broken down into manageable chapters, so you always
make progress with the story and feel a sense of achievement without great difficulty reading!
Realistic amounts of new vocabulary so that youâ€™re not overwhelmed by complex words. Instead
of pausing to look up every word, youâ€™ll absorb new vocabulary from the context of the story, and
have the satisfaction of that moment when you say: â€œI totally understood that sentence!â€•
Carefully written Spanish, using straightforward grammar that is comprehensible for beginner and
intermediate level learners, so that you can enjoy reading and learn new grammatical structures
without the feeling of overwhelm and frustration that you get from other books. Plenty of natural
dialogues in each story, so that you can learn conversational Spanish whilst you read, and improve
your speaking ability at the same time! Regular plot summaries, comprehension questions and word
reference lists, so that help is always on hand when you need it. Youâ€™ll be able to focus on
enjoying reading and having fun, rather than fumbling around with dictionaries and struggling
through dense text with no support. A five-step plan for reading the stories in this book the smart
way. This detailed introductory chapter gives you specific, step-by-step instructions for effective
reading in Spanish, so that you know exactly how to make the most out of the book and maximise
your learning!Spanish Short Stories for Beginners Volume 2 is written especially for students from
beginner to intermediate level (A1-B1 on the Common European Framework of Reference). The
eight captivating stories are designed to give you a sense of achievement and a feeling of progress
when reading. Youâ€™ll finally be able to enjoy reading in Spanish, grow your vocabulary in a
natural way, and improve your comprehension at the same time.Based on extensive research into
how people most enjoy and benefit from reading in a new language, this book eliminates all the
frustrations you have experienced when trying to read in Spanish: Dull topics that are no fun to read
Books so long you never reach the end Endless chapters that make you want to give up
Impenetrable grammar that frustrates you at every turn Complex vocabulary that leaves you with
your head buried in the dictionaryInstead, you can just concentrate on what you came for in the first
place - enjoying reading and having fun!If youâ€™re learning Spanish and enjoy reading, this is the
book you need to rekindle your passion for the language and take your Spanish to the next level!So

what are you waiting for? Scroll up and grab your copy now!
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The volume two of the Spanish Short Stories for Beginners is a continuation of the first book. This
book has eight stories that are longer than the first. The stories are definitely using more
complicated words than the previous book. It does have the vocabulary at the end of each story to
gives the Spanish to English translation. The questions and answers are in the back of the book of
each story as well. You may have to read the stories several times before you can understand them
because they are much harder to me than the previous stories. In the beginning of each book, there
are helpful tips to give you a better understanding about how to read and understand the stories. I
was able to read this book for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion.

These books are great for building your confidence and impressing your friends. I always thought I
had to be fluent in Spanish before I started to try and read Spanish but I have found that just as
when you read English you often skim many of the words and still comprehend it. So I read this one
or two pages at a time and looked for the words I knew then I had the gest of the story and could
review the vocab and the questions. After that I reread the whole chapter and looked up words I

didn't know. Then I read it a third time all by myself. I couldn't believe I was reading a story in
Spanish but it really felt good.The only down side is these stories aren't as interesting as some of
the ones in other books of their kind. The stories are a bit juvenile in plot. On the plus side though
they do have a nicer cover material than some books

Fun, fun, fun!!! Oh wow, so I've read a few of Mr. Richards' short stories in different languages (and
about to start another one here shortly), and they are tons of fun and I honestly do believe that I am
catching on to some words. I love the way he starts out with telling how the easiest way to try to
learn it through reading, then to go back with a little bit more understanding, and then again as you
catch on more. But he makes this learning fun! It's not the monotonous drowning of repeat the word
over and over. I was fortunate to have received this book complimentary in exchange for my honest
and unbiased review.

The Spanish Short Stories for Beginners Vol 2 is alot like the first one.These stories are a bit longer.
The kids were not ready for some of the words. They need to learn a little more before we can get
into this book. In a few weeks we will be able to revisit this book to learn some more vocabulary.The
Spanish for Beginners ebooks have been a great help to me teaching my kids spanish. I received
this product for free in exchange for a honest and unbiased review. My opinions are my own.

As a perpetual Spanish student, (20 years of beginner spanish) I finally decided to push myself and
increase my understanding of spanish. This book is excellent for helping me to learn new phrases
and for familiarizing myself with the language.

I enjoyed this book immensely. The stories are interesting and easy to read. The summary,
vocabulary lists and small quizzes at the end of each chapter reinforce what was learned and
boosts confidence.

Great for learning and practicing Spanish! Fun stories. I would advise that you follow the advice of
the author regarding how to best use the stories to help your Spanish improve. The quizzes and
summaries after every chapter are very helpful!

Reading interesting content tailored for beginning language learners is a powerful way to acquire
new vocabulary and get a better handle of a language's structures without being bored to tears by

overly complex grammar explanations. Olly has done a great job including fun, engaging stories that
keep you reading page after page without causing boredom or overwhelm like so many graded
readers I've tried in the past.
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